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All information, content, and materials available in this document are for general 
informational purposes only. The content on this posting is provided "as is;" no 
representations are made that the content is error-free or up to date. Designers should test 
their design in XHTML often and keep back up files at all times.

The document shows how content from the Workiva platform can be deployed to a corporate 
website. This functionality is still under development and is due to be rolled out, in stages, 
starting at the end of 2022. Whilst Workiva will use its best endeavours to roll this solution at 
the end of the year, these timings cannot be guaranteed.

Please check you have the latest Widget. Go to Design Reporting Support Hub to download.
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Symbols

Link to videos or webinar

Welcome
Workiva is a cloud-based connected and reporting compliance platform that 
enables the use of connected data. Workiva is also a great platform for design. 
Follow these guidelines for the best experience for you and your client. Don’t be too 
daunted! You will be able to create great looking reports, without worrying about 
out of date copy and with a small amount of time investment up front you’ll be a pro 
in no time. The Widget is your design reference and accompanies many online video 
workshops to help get you started.

Workiva is flexible regarding design. Design can be achieved within the Workiva 
platform, exporting content to Adobe InDesign or a mixture of both.

The Widget Platform guidelines gives 
you all the guidance about achieving 
design within Workiva.

The Widget InDesign guidelines 
contains information about using 
content from Workiva but using 
InDesign to create the design.

The Widget Export for web is also available.
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Introduction

“Your website is the center of your digital 
eco-system, like a brick and mortar location, 
the experience matters once a customer enters, 
just as much as the perception they have of you 
before they walk through the door”
Welcome to the very first edition of The Widget-WebAPI where we explain how 
creators can export or pull content from our platform to a website or content 
management system in real time.

Why do this?
There are many advantages to using Workiva for reporting. For those that do not 
know Workiva those advantages include collaboration, content replication (linking), 
data assurance and much more. Workiva has been bringing those values to 
reporting for over 12 years. Those formats are centered around PDF in a printed 
page format and latterly XHTML for ESEF also in a printed page format.

We can now bring those values to responsive design for the web and offer web 
designers the same opportunities that print designers have had so far. We can now 
export content with the highest security to web development areas avoiding “cut 
and paste” scenarios that present risk for clients and agencies. Clients can now 
view their latest content in a web layout format using web designers of their choice.

Content creators can now write content for simultaneous publishing to multiple 
channels. This streamlines development and increases data assurance.

It is expected that the corporate website will play a large role in hosting ESG 
content.

An introduction to the WebAPI can be found [here]
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Design Reporting 
Support Hub
[Bookmark this] so you can find it again 
easily! The hub contains a wealth of 
resources which will make your journey 
to structured data and design 
worthwhile.

Watch a webinar!
[Quick look to how design works with 
Workiva]

[See how a client and agency works 
together]

Watch a workshop!
These workshops take you on a journey 
from an ‘Introduction to structured 
content’ to ‘Building digital value’ - 
especially for designers.

Stuck?
We have many short videos addressing 
individual topics. Don’t struggle or get 
frustrated - check out this section.

Why not get certified?
On the Workiva Learning Hub,
there are three modules for designers 
to receive a certification award.

[Design Reporting: Starting off 
the right way]
This module is for designers new to 
Workiva. We introduce the power of 
structured content and ways designers 
can use Workiva. Join us on a tour of the 
platform as we show you the best way to 
start your project for best results further 
down the line.

[Using Workiva and InDesign]
Module two looks at on-platform 
communications for designers, flowing 
content to Adobe InDesign while 
maintaining 100% data assurance, and 
managing exports and RGB and CMYK 
workflows in a way that meets your 
online and print quality requirements

[Workiva, a design platform]
Here we explore using Workiva for all 
your design needs. Find out design tools 
from creating charts, using 
presentations, and pushing content 
online via the Workiva web API.
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Getting started guides
If you are new to Workiva and are looking for a quick 
guide as you get more familiar with Workiva and 
Design Reporting, start here with our Quick Start 
Guides! Available in German, Italian, Swedish, French, 
Spanish and English. Find them on the Design 
Reporting Support Hub.

The Widgets
The Widgets - Platform and InDesign Integration are 
your guide on how to use Workiva and best practices 
for the whole design process. Download the latest 
edition on the Design Reporting Support Hub.

Help guides
Short, visual instructional guides to aid in quick 
understanding of the processes. Available for 
download on the Design Reporting Support Hub.

General platform support
If you need support about the Workiva platform, there 
are many resources at [Workiva Support]. Here there 
is information on XBRL, Wdata, documents and 
spreadsheets all the way to filing.

If you are new to Workiva, there are loads of basic 
guides to the Workiva platform [here].

Need to contact a human?
So what do you do after you have checked all the help 
material? The best way to find further help is to 
contact the Customer Success Manager. This CSM is 
the person dedicated to your client’s account. They 
can help you straight away or direct your question, if 
design related, to Workiva’s Design Support team.

Out of hours
If you are logged into a Workiva account, you can 
submit a ticket at [Workiva Support]. A member of 
the Support staff will respond quickly. This support 
is 24/7.
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Editable XHTML

Content exported via the WebAPI is called Editable 
XHTML. This export was established to fill the need 
for a standards based XHTML export. This facilitates 
a number of criteria needed by web designers in 
corporate web design. 
The XHTML itself can be accessed also via the platform interface as shown 
opposite. Save As>XHTML>Advanced>Editable XHTML. This can be downloaded 
and opened in any ASCII text editor.

Why do this?
Standards based XHTML is required/easier;

1. to traverse with server/client side processing
2. to add nodal IDs such as security or feature based functionality
3. to understand/read/de-bug
4. to import into an existing CMS system
5. to add client side libraries - like search engine and graphing 
6. to search by Google
7. to manage SEO - Search Engine Optimisation
8. to control the XHTML by CSS
9. to add extra CSS for responsive design
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Exporting to XHTML

There a number of html/xhtml export use cases on 
the Workiva platform. Take some time to understand 
these and what they are for.

For the purposes of exporting content to website we are referring to the export 
function shown opposite. Clicking this option brings up an option panel.

The path that is exported via the WebAPI is the same as checking the Editable 
XHTML checkbox. Further options are;

Include IDs - these export IDs associated with our content on platform such as 
tagging and comments.

Downscale image PPI - If you content contains hi-res imagery then this option 
reduces the size of those image to more acceptable web sizes.
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Your first WebAPI pull
It is essential that you have access to the “Classic Account Admin” area of the 
workspace as shown below. Alternatively someone else could create these 
credentials for you.

Step1: You will want to access the Classic Account Admin. Once there select the 
“People tab” and then OAuth2Grants.

Step 2: Click Add a Grant

Developers hub
More information that will interest developers can be found at

https://developers.workiva.com

Workiva has a number of APIs

Platform API
Admin API
Identity and Access Management (IAM) API
Spreadsheets API
Wdata API
Chains API
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Step 3: Fill in the relevant details to obtain the following. You will get and need 
these items.

1. Client ID
2. Client Secret

Scope refers to the actual APIs the grant will cover.

You can a video showing this process at [here]
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Hello World - Insomnia
One of the easiest ways to understand the way the WebAPI works is to use a program like Insomnia or Postman

You will need the Access Token URL in addition to the Client ID and Client secret as shown above. You will also need to refresh the Token every 10mins whilst in Insomnia. 
You will not need to do that once you are in a programming language like Golang or C#.
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Demo = https://api.demo.wdesk.com/iam/v1/oauth/token
EU = https://api.eu.wdesk.com/iam/v1/oauth/token
USA = https://api.app.wdesk.com/iam/v1/oauth/token
APAC = https://api.apac.wdesk.com/iam/v1/oauth/token



You will also need the API url of your production area. The sample here is in the Workiva demo and is 
https://api.demo.wdesk.com/prototype/platform/documents/---document id---/export

The document ID can be obtained by looking in the address bar of the document in the workspace shown in red below. The blue shows the section ID.

The next stage is broken down into three steps
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Step 1: We need to do a POST request sending a JSON file.

{
  "format": "xhtml",
 "sections": [
   "7ee25eeb297b4e669ae5d0a2eeed3510_33,7ee25eeb297b4e669ae5d0a2eeed3510_34"
  ],
  "xhtmlOptions": {
      "editableXhtml": true
    }
}

The important parts here are the comma separated list of sections IDs and the editableXhtml:true flag. The latter flag pulls the more appropriate version of XHTML for web 
developers. Other flags will be arriving in the near future.

So now that can be sent by pressing the Send button and will return a header. You are looking for a 202 response. So the request has been accepted but is still processing.
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Step 2: Copy the location header in purple on the screenshot above and paste that in the address bar of Insomnia. Now do a GET request.

You should now get a 200 response with a resourceURL in the source tab.
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Step 3: Copy the resourceURL (shown in underlined yellow on the previous page) and paste that into the Insomnia address bar and do another GET request.

You should now obtain the contents you are after: CSS, Fonts, images, XHTML
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Hello World - programming languages
Insomnia has the ability to generate code for the three steps described above. 
It can do this in x18 coding languages including Javascript, PHP, C# and Golang. 
This is a good starting place to understand the code that you are going to need 
to be able to deploy Workivas WebAPI.

Insomnia is free and has paid variants for more functionality. Any API application 
could be deployed for testing purposes.
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Organising output
The Workiva platform has powerful linking capabilities and we would encourage 
users of the WebAPI to use those capabilities to marshal content for web 
extraction. 
There are considerable advantages to this approach depending on the use cases. 
You may be acquiring data from multiple sources. You may have content that is only 
for the website mixed in with other content used for other publishing channels.

Linking mixed content to a holding document also has another advantage. It can 
dramatically reduce the footprint being downloaded.

The content from this page is being linked to a holding document (shown on the 
next page).
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This is the holding document. The actual WebAPI is set up on this linked document 
because we are using content from a report and content that only exists on the 
website.

The final responsive web page
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Post production
It is envisaged that the entire output will not be required every time XHTML is 
pulled. Consider the following. The first pull will bring the CSS, fonts, XHTML and 
any images that are present. To avoid images see organising output. But as any web 
developer knows the CSS and fonts do not need to be dynamic. 

Flags
Whilst we await “flags” within the JSON file that can omit non-dynamic items we 
can triage such items with post processing by only taking a document fragment - 
the <body> tag child items. This can be done on a second pull of XHTML. So in 
summary;

1. Take everything on first pull and extract CSS, images, fonts into static areas of 
webpage

2. On subsequent pulls extract just the doc frag between <body> tags

Whilst this methodology does not reduce download weight at the moment it will get 
users used to a two-step approach. Ultimately we will have flags that can omit such 
items prior to download.

Walking the document fragment
It is also expected that web developers may want to adjust parts of the XHTML 
styling to fit in with previously built CSS. Typically, programmers will “walk the 
DOM” (Document Object Model) and make adjustments based on some kind of 
logic. They may want to reduce the number of styles used for instance. The way this 
is done will vary enormously from language to language and developer to developer.

So don’t always expect to see exactly the same XHTML in an output appearing on 
the webpage.

What is a node?
Consider the code fragment below and the ways of matching nodes (syntax may 
vary according to the language you are using).

<div class=”D1”>
    <p class=”Heading1”>Text item1</p>
    <p class=”Bodytext”><span class=”Bold”>Text item2</span></p>
    <p class=”SubHeading2”>Text item3</p>
    <p class=”Bodytext-12345678”>Text item4</p>
    <p class=”Bodytext”>Text item5</p>
</div>

Node div = all of the code
Node D1 = all of the code
Nodes p = all p elements
Nodes div/* = all child items of D1 (or div)
Node p[1]::text = Text item1
Node p[Heading1] = <p class=”Heading1”>Text item1</p>
*Note the pluralisation of the word node

To remove the numbers on node p[4] and make the class Bodytext, there are 
a number of techniques you could use. 

– conditional statement using length or testing character after
– regular expression
– XSLT

Once a loop is set up to iterate through the code (the pluralisation) conditions can 
be set to achieve certain aims like replacement of class. Similar things can also be 
achieved with client side DOM libraries like JQuery. This is a large subject and the 
above is very high level, so happy code walking!
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Responsive layouts
One of the main reasons for exporting for web usage is the ability to show content 
in a device independent way. Mainly mobile and tablet display. The previous section 
described content filtering and this section builds on that idea.

Modifying CSS for responsive design
CSS coming from Workiva will be by its very nature using absolute measurements, 
in other words, it is created to describe a printed page. The editable XHTML path is 
deliberately kept as simple as possible in order to aid web developers evolve that 
CSS into a fully responsive paradigm. This is why the total separation of CSS from 
XHTML is important. There is no inline styling within Workiva editable XHTML 
output.

Website display

Mobile display
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Importing content into vendor CMS
There is a desire and expectation that web design vendors will want to take the 
Workiva WebAPI content into their own Content Management Systems (CMS).

There is also an expectation that the ContentAPI can provide a way of such CMS 
puppeteer-ing of our content in reverse, so to speak.

There are many advantages to importing our content in such CMS, as vendors can 
deploy that content to web staging areas with their own client side development 
technologies like search engines and graphing libraries.

This will require some middleware that can perform that importation at regular 
intervals or when prompted. In its simplest form a web page can be established that 
performs the pull and uploads the content into a vendor database.

Moving further on, macros can be written that ping Workiva servers and detect 
change and perform that action if they see a change. This is not proven yet and it’s 
early days.

A sliding scale
Assessing the use of the WebAPI means contrasting the effort on platform with the 
effort in post-production. As responsive layouts are highly desirable and a financial 
driver for such activity it is expected that the information given thus far is most 
suitable and can be summarised as an advanced toolbox.

At the other end of this scale is the presentation of non-responsive content in 
XHTML format. A great deal more can be completed on platform at this end of 
the scale.
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Summary
Bringing reporting assurance to the web
Workiva is known for data assurance, collaboration and linked content. We are now 
in a position to bring this to web development. Clients can now use Workiva to 
effectively author web content on their corporate website. In terms of reporting 
much of this content is shared with print and PDF. Workiva can make web 
publishing easier, more assured and with the same oversight attributed to 
traditional reporting channels.

The WebAPI is about to come out of beta and be available in workspaces very 
shortly (Q4 22). If you would like to discuss the WebAPI implementation then 
please contact ian.whitworth@workiva.com at the Design Centre of Excellence 
here at Workiva.

If you are a traditional design reporting agency with limited web backend 
experience then still do please contact us, as we can help you navigate this 
unfolding landscape with partnership opportunities.

If you are a multidisciplinary design reporting agency with deep web experience 
then we would love to hear from you and show you the possibilities with our 
new technologies. Financials can now be shown on website with all the data assurance that Workiva 

offers and as part of a multi-channel publishing workflow.
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All information, content, and materials available in this document are 
for general informational purposes only. The content on this posting 
is provided "as is;" no representations are made that the content is 

error-free or up to date. Designers should test their design in XHTML 
often and keep back up files at all times.

Written and designed by the Design Centre of Excellence, Workiva

The information contained herein is proprietary to Workiva and cannot be copied,
 published, or distributed without express prior written consent. 

Copyright 2022 Workiva Inc. 
Workiva is a registered trademark of Workiva Inc. 

All rights reserved.

Adobe, Illustrator, InDesign and Photoshop are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe in the United States and/or 
other countries. Microsoft and Word are trademarks of the Microsoft group of Companies. XBRL® and iXBRL™ are trademarks o 
XBRL International, Inc. All rights reserved. The XBRL™/® standards are open and freely licensed by way of the XBRL International 
License Agreement. Our use of these trademarks is permitted by XBRL International in accordance with the XBRL International 
Trademark Policy.
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Workiva Confidential and Proprietary Information

Support contacts
For questions, reach out to your Customer Success manager, or our Support Team.

24/7 Helpdesk

United Kingdom - +44 8000885141 France - +33 801840098 US - 1-877-934-8435

From Europe: 00-800-5005-0080 From the US: 1-800-706-6526

A full list of our global support telephone numbers can be located here Or email our Support Team directly via support@workiva.com

Workiva Inc. (NYSE: WK) simplifies complex work for thousands of organisations worldwide. Customers trust Workiva’s open, intelligent, and intuitive platform to connect 
data, documents and teams. The results: improved efficiency, greater transparency and less risk.
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